RULE UPDATES 01/02/21
MTB
The following rules apply to those entering the 555 on mountain bikes;
Minimum tyre width of 1.9/ 2.0 (50 mm) Must be used
NO aero bars, clip on's,or modifications , the bike must be a standard MTB with flat or raised bar.
There is no minimum wheel size , 26, 27.5 and 29'' are all ok.
No bike used in the event should have any motorized assistance (E Bike)
Entry for MTB is for Solo, Two & Four person teams only of any make up, Male/Female/Mixed with
all riders to use Mountain bikes..
All our current rules as per event rules apply and it is your responsibility to read and understand
these.
Entry prices are the same as the road bike event and the process is the same to enter on
Eventmaster, don't forget to select the type of bike you are entering !
Unsupported
The following rules apply to those selected for the Unsupported category.
For our first year opening this category, A very limited number of Solo slots are the only ones
available.
Anyone looking to enter MUST send via email an application and verifiable details of their past
Unsupported races/events of equal or more in either 24hrs+ or distance greater than 555 kms.
If selected for a slot, All responsibility will lie with you to be totally self sufficient for the entire event,
NO roadside assistance or anyone supplying food or rest bite is allowed and immediate
disqualification will be applied if these rules are broken, you must plan your own stops/at shops or
cafe's ,and have the capacity to carry enough food etc to see you through the night.
Depending on the C19 situation we hope to provide the Unsupported riders with change facilities
and a food pack at the compulsory check in point CP7 at the Ozanam Centre Dunfanaghy, A bag drop
will be facilitated for Unsupported riders to here so you can forward plan a change of clothes for
yourselves etc.
It is envisaged that the Unsupported category riders will be leaving first possibly from 630 am, more
accurate details will be given as soon as possible.
All riders will be required to carry a GPS tracker which will enable friends and family to track you and
will for your own safety allow the Organizers to follow you and use this to validate your time, splits
and Route. You are responsible for the safe keeping and condition of the tracker.
All event rules except for those relating to riders with crew apply also to the unsupported riders eg,
No littering, Drafting of any form , rules of the road etc,
It is your responsibility to read all of the current rules and to understand them.
The Price for the Unsupported Cat is 330 euro.
Apply to info@donegalultra555.ie if selected you will be given a unique code to allow you to enter
through the Eventmaster Site.

